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Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Institute of Technology

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAZRA, M...-., June 14, 1983)

Introduction. In [7] we obtained an explicit formula o.f Fourier
coefficients a(T, [f]) of the Eisenstein series [f] o.f degree two attached
to an elliptic eigenform f in case where -12TI is a fundamental dis-
criminant. In this note we report how the results in [7] extend to. the
case o.f general T. This is a rsum o.f [8]. Theorem 1 below is used
in [10], where integrality and congruence properties of a(T, [f]) are
studied. The author would like to thank Profs. H. Maal and N.
Kurokawa for their suggestions and encouragements.

1. A unified explicit formula of a(T, [f]). We ollo.w the no-
tation o.f [7] throughout this paper. By [7, Remark 2] we limit our

attention to the case where semi-integral T- 2 t ] is primitive,

i.e., g.c.d. (t, t., t)=l. We put 12T]=z/(T) with a positive integer [
and a fundamental discriminant -z/(T).

Theorem 1. Let f e M(F1) be a normalized eigenform where k is
a positive integer. Suppose TO is primitive. Then we have"

a(T, [f])=(--1)/2 (k--l)! (2z)_,z/(T)_(3/.) L(k-1, Z)

(.) (2k-2) L(2k-2, f)
M([s-’) /(t)D(k- 1, f,

sir tls
s0 t0

Here 8(r--n_o br(nv)e(nz) if we write 9r(z)-_o br(n)e(nz); z is
the Dirichlet character associated with Q(,/-zI(T)), is the MSbius
function, and

M(a)-- /(d)Z(d)d-a_3(ad-1) where as(a)--- ds.
d>0

Each L-function is considered as a meromorphic function on C by the
analytic continuation. A direct computation shows that (.) may also
be written"

a(T, [f])=(--1)/ (k--l)! (2z)_,z/(T)_(/.) L(k-1, Z)
(2k- 2) L.(2/c-- 2, f)

D(k- 1, f, ,),
vO

where
,=(fv-)-pl[v-1, p: prime

(1-- Z(p)p’- )Or)
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In case f4:0 (i.e., f-G), (.) takes the following form"

a(T, [G])=(-1)/- (/-1)! 2(2)_z(T)_(/.) L(k--1, ) M().
(2/c- 2) (2k-2)

This coincides with the formula of Maal [6]. Theorem I for the case
f-0 is also obtained by BScherer [1] by a different method.

Exactly as in Part I [7], using the results o.f Shimura [11], Sturm
[12], and Zagier [13] (see [7, Remark 2]) we obtain

Theorem 2. Let f be as in Theorem 1. Then for all TO we
have"

(1) a(T, [f])--a(T, [f]) for all a e Aut (C).
(2) a(T, [f]) belong to Q(f).
Prof. H. Maal suggested that the author should study non-vanish-

ing properties of a(T, [f])in December 1980 in connection with Part I
[7]. For this problem we have the ollowing

Theorem :. Let f be as in Theorem 1. Suppose that TO (as
a binary quadratic form) represents 1 over Z. Then" a(T, [f])4=0.

2. Modules in quadratic fields. We sketch here the main tool
for the proof o.f Theorem 1 which is not contained in Part I [7]. For
basic properties o.f modules in quadratic fields (and the correspond-
ence of them with binary quadratic forms.), we refer to Borevich-
Shaarevich [2]. Let T, z/(T), and [ be as. above. We put K-Q(/--[2TI)
and K=K-(0}. For 0c e Z, let ((c) be the order of discriminant
--A(T)c in K, and /(c) be the set of all ull modules in K with c.oe-
ficien ring (C)(c). For each order (C) in K, put

/(c, ()-- (i e /(c) Mc
For each m1 we put

l(c, ( m)-(M e i(c, () N(M)-m}
(N(M) denoting the norm of M, i.e., MM-N(M)((c)). The finite
abelian group l(c)/K is. denoted by 5’(c). For c’] c, let (c, c’)"
(c)-+(c’) be the surjective homomorphism induced by M(c’)M.
Let H(-t(T)c) be the group o.f the F-equivalence classes of primitive
positive definite binary quadratic forms of discriminant -z/(T)c,
which is. isomorphic to. C(c). Let T, ..., T be representatives of all
classes of H(-A(T)[). For each character " H(-A(T)[)--+C, we
put g,-w- (T)Sr (w denoting the number of roots of unity
in (([)) and g,=n_o t(, n)e(nz). We consider also as a character
of C(f).

Proposition. Let the notation be as above.
(1) t(4x, n) is multiplicative with respect to n; and

t(, n)- (M).
MG /(,0(f); n)

(2) Let p be a prime number and p" (with O) be the exact power
of p dividing [. Let (p)= pO (resp. (p)-p; (p)-p) be the prime decom-
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position of p in ((p-"[) if Z(p)----1 (resp. (p)--O; (p)----1) the
uniqueness of the prime decomposition of p holds in )(p-") since
pXp-"[. Then there exists a P e l(i, )(p-"[)) such that P((p-"[)
-p. Moreover P can be taken so that P-P if (p) el.

(3) Let {M e /(i)[ MC)a(p-"[) Oa(p-i)}= {MI]-- 1, ...,
where r=p"(1-Z(p)p-1) or 1 according as aO or a=0. Then, for
6 e Z, t/([, ([); p") is equal to" (p"MsP-"-tPtllj<=x
--2a} if Z(p)=l, {p"MjP-2"[1.gj_x) if Z(p)=0,
if Z(p)=- 1 and 6 even, (the empty set) if Z(p)=- 1 and 6 odd.

(4) Suppose 6 e Z, 0<__6__<2a. Then t([, () pe) {p/MI M
e la([) such that M(C)(p-/) ((p-/)} for 6 even l(, (() p)

= for 6 odd. Moreover, for 096__<2a and even, we have a bi]ection
l([, () p")-(O([p-/) /(([)) (Ker (,(, [p-/))

via p"/SM-(5(x([), [M]). (Here 5 e )([p-"/) and [M] is the class of
Ca(I) containing M. For a ring R with 1, We denote by R the group
of units.)

Remark. (i) Proposition determines all the values of t(+, n)
explicitly.

(ii) By Proposition, for example, we know that the "twisted"
Epstein zeta function L(s, +)=,n t(+, n)n has. an Euler-product
expression over all primes and each p-factor is a rational function of
p-" with coefficients lying in Q(e’w/).

In case f4=0, i.e. f--G, by Proposition we have"
Lemma. Put

V(+)= M([s-) , /(t)D(k- 1, V, gS/t)).
sir tls
s0 t0

Then" V()=O if is non-trivial, and
V()- M(f)5(k- 1)(0) 1-[ (1--z(P)P-)

plf

if is trivial. Here 5(s) is the Dedekind zeta function of K.
From this lemma the uniformity (for the both cases f:k:0 and

f-O) of the formula (.) follows. The proof in the case f--O is
based on the above Proposition and a multiplicative property of "sums
of Kloosterman sums".

We note that a(T, [f]) have the unified expression for both cases
f:k: 0 and f-O for all T by Theorem I above and Part I [7, Remark 2].

This, suggests, that the higher degree cases are in similar situations.
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